Oscillatory and rotatory synchronization of chaotic autonomous phase systems.
The existence of rotatory, oscillatory, and oscillatory-rotatory synchronization of two coupled chaotic phase systems is demonstrated in the paper. We find four types of transition to phase synchronization depending on coherence properties of motions, characterized by phase variable diffusion. When diffusion is small the onset of phase synchronization is accompanied by a change in the Lyapunov spectrum; one of the zero Lyapunov exponents becomes negative shortly before this onset. If the diffusion of the phase variable is strong then phase synchronization and generalized synchronization, occur simultaneously, i.e., one of the positive Lyapunov exponents becomes negative, or generalized synchronization even sets in before phase synchronization. For intermediate diffusion the phase synchronization appears via interior crisis of the hyperchaotic set. Soft and hard transitions to phase synchronization are discussed.